
Nursery Home Learning- Week Beginning 18/5/2020 

Thursday 

Hello children and your grown-ups, we hope you are all well and staying safe at home. Below are your 

Nursery home learning tasks for today, including a special mission at the end for you to have a go at, if you 

want to. Don’t forget to check Twitter for helpful tips and ideas @devnursery. Have another brilliant day! 

 

Phonics 

Using the s, a, t, p, i, n letters and sounds we have been learning there are a variety of easy activities we can 

use to help to remember them. Firstly, write out a set of the letters and cut them out. Then either: 

1. Place them around the floor. Now the adult says a letter and the child has to stand on that letter. 

2. Place them around the floor. The child has to find a different item to place on each letter which 

matches to first sound of the object. 

3. Hide the letters around the house or garden. The child then has to find them. When found, say the 

letter and something that begins with that letter. (“this is a for apple” for example.) 

 

 

 

What other games can you make up together? 

 

English 

Children what is your favourite story? Mine is Room on the Broom. 

What about making your favourite story personal to you? Give the main character your name and other 

characters within the story names of your family of friends. 

Here is an example: 



 

 

Mrs Morris (Goldilocks) went to the house of the teachers and tried Mrs Patton’s porridge (daddy bear) but it 

was too hot. She then tried Mrs Feirdoush’ porridge (mummy bear) but that was too lumpy. Finally, Mrs 

Morris tried Mrs Kaur’s porridge (baby bear) and it was just right so she ate it all up.  

Mrs Morris continues to try the teacher’s chairs and beds before they came home. 

 

That made me laugh! What story can you do? Find a way of recording it, maybe act it our, tell it to someone 

on your family or you could draw pictures to make your own book and get a grown up to write down your 

words! Making up stories is lots of fun and great practice ready for Reception! 

 

Maths 

This is a fun activity for you to try. Write out the numbers 1 to 5 (you can also do numbers 6 to 10 to extend 

the activity) and cut them out in the shape of different items of clothing, you can decorate them too if you 

like. Mix up the number and see if you can put on the clothes line in the correct order.  

Be careful it’s not too windy because the numbers could fly off to you neighbours garden instead!!! 



 

 

You could also write numbers on the pegs for a fun matching game! 

 

 

 

Special Mission 

Below are 2 very busy picture. Can you find all the hidden objects?  

Good luck! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


